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Abstract

In phylogenetics, computing the likelihood that a given tree generated the ob-
served sequence data requires calculating the probability of the available data
for a given tree under a statistical model of sequence evolution. Here, we focus
on selecting an appropriate model for the data, which represents a generally
non-trivial task. It is well-known, that an inappropriate model, which does not
fit the data, can generate misleading tree topologies [13, 1, 2].

More specifically, we consider the case of partitioned multi-gene protein sequence
alignments. Our objective is to maximize the likelihood of the per-partition
protein model assignments (e.g., JTT, WAG, PAM, DAYHOFF, etc.) when
branches are linked (joint branch length estimate) across partitions on a given,
fixed tree topology. Linked branch lengths across partitions substantially reduce
the number of free parameters in the model because each set of independent per-
partition branch lengths increases the number of model parameters by 2n − 3
where n is the number of taxa. To find the optimal assignment of models to
partitions we would need to calculate the likelihood scores of all possible 20p

model assignments for p partitions and the approximately 20 available protein
substitution models. This quickly becomes computationally prohibitive because
of the exponentially growing number of model combinations.

In fact, we show that the problem of finding the optimal protein substitution
model assignment under linked branch lengths on a given, fixed tree topology, is
NP-hard. Our results imply that one should employ heuristics to approximate
the solution, instead of striving for the exact solution. Alternatively, the prob-
lem can be simplified by relaxing the assumptions. For instance, one can unlink
the branch lengths or conduct a joint branch length estimate for a sufficiently
small subset of partitions such that the optimal solution can be calculated via
an exhaustive search.
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1. Introduction and problem definition

1.1. Protein model assignment problem

We define the Protein Model Assignment problem (PMA?) as follows: Find
the best-fit model from a set of available models for each partition of a protein
alignment on some given, fixed, tree topology. Further assume that the branch
lengths are linked across partitions. In other words, the branch lengths are esti-
mated/optimized jointly across all partitions of the alignment. When analyzing
large multi-gene datasets joint branch length estimates can be used to reduce
the number of free model parameters and thereby avoid over-parameterizing the
model.

Finding the optimal branch length configuration for a fixed tree topology and
a given evolutionary model already represents a non-trivial problem ([7]). On
real data, good approximations of the optimal branch length assignment can be
computed efficiently ([7, 8]). Here, we assume that such a solution for branch
lengths exists and is given for each possible model assignment via a “black box”
or an “oracle”.

Initial tests on real-world data-sets revealed that suboptimal model assignments
under linked branch lengths can change the final tree topologies. We carried out
tests on two previously published multi-gene data-sets ([14, 21]) using RAxML-
Light version 1.0.5 ([18]). On these datasets, we conducted a total of 150 runs,
on randomly chosen subsets containing three partitions and 50 species each.
Thereafter, we determined the best model assignment (with respect to its log
likelihood score on the same fixed tree) for each subset using linked and un-
linked branch lengths. In 57% of the cases these model assignments were not
identical. For the cases (subsets) where the model assignments differed, we con-
ducted tree searches with RAxML under linked branch lengths using the two
alternative model assignments. For 86% of these runs, the inferred best-known
maximum likelihood trees were different. On average, the Robinson Foulds dis-
tance ([15]) between different trees inferred under the optimal and suboptimal
model amounted to 9%. In other words, using the optimal protein model as-
signment under linked branch lengths frequently yields a different tree topology
with respect to the tree obtained from a suboptimal model assignment. Simply
put, PMA? ‘matters’ since it alters the inferred tree topology. All data-sets are
available for download via http://exelixis-lab.org/pma.tar.gz .

At present, a plethora of empirical protein substitution models is available,
such as WAG, JTT, PAM, DAYHOFF, etc. ([19], [10], [4], [12]). They are
provided in the form of a 20 × 20 instantaneous substitution matrix and the
base frequencies (prior probabilities) of the states. Given this matrix (usually
denoted as Q-matrix ), one can calculate the transition probabilities from one
state to another for a given time/branch length t. Here, the evolutionary models
from which the PMA? problem can choose, are regarded as probability functions
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whose values represent the transition probability from one state to another,
given a certain amount of time t, and the equilibrium frequencies of each state.
The matrix and the frequencies are required for likelihood calculations. We
introduce this abstract view to avoid the calculations required for obtaining the
transition-probabilities from the instantaneous transition rates in Q.

We denote a given model M with k states as:

M = (P,Π), where Π ∈ Rk
≥0, (1)

P : R → Rk×k
≥0 . (2)

Here PX,Y (t) := P (X → Y |t) is the probability of a transition/mutation from
state X to state Y in time t and πX is the equilibrium frequency of state X.
For amino acid sequences we have 20 states, that is, k = 20.

Definition 1 (PMA Decision problem for PMA?). For a partitioned pro-
tein alignment D, a tree topology T containing all n species of the alignment,
and a set of possible models M , does there exist a model assignment γ such
that the optimal branch length configuration β(γ) yields a likelihood above
some chosen threshold b̂? We call this decision problem “PMA” (Protein Model
Assignment). In other words:

PMA(D,T,M, b̂) =′ yes′/′true′

⇔ ∃ γ model assignment, β(γ) branch lengths,

s.t. LH(D|M(γ), T, β(γ)) ≥ b̂.

PMA(D,T,M, b̂) =′ no′/′false′, else,

where LH(D|M(γ), T, β(γ)) is the probability of observing the data D under
the given tree (T, β) and substitution models M(γ), that is, the likelihood. An
instance of PMA is uniquely defined by the choice of D, T , M , and b̂.

To show that PMA? is NP-hard, it suffices to show that a corresponding decision
problem (such as PMA) is NP-complete. We demonstrate that the decision
problem PMA is NP-complete by initially showing that it is in fact in NP. Then,
we reduce the well-known boolean satisfiability problem (SAT, which is known
to be NP-complete) to the decision problem. By definition of NP-completeness,
this implies that our problem is also NP-complete ([3]).

Obviously, the original protein model assignment optimization problem is at
least as hard as PMA. If we can obtain the solution of the maximization problem
from an oracle, we can verify whether the optimal solution is greater than some
real value b̂ or not.
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Observation 1. PMA ∈ NP

Proof. By definition the class NP contains all problems for which a true so-
lution can be verified in polynomial time using a deterministic Turing machine.
PMA is in NP, since the likelihood of the data, given a tree with fixed branch
lengths, and known substitution probabilities can be computed in polynomial
time with respect to the number of sequences and sites in the alignment using
the Felsenstein pruning algorithm ([5]). Thus, we can check if a solution (model
assignment and corresponding branch lengths) is true in polynomial time by
testing whether it yields a likelihood larger than b̂ or not. �

1.2. NP-Completeness

One of the most well studied NP-complete problems is the boolean satisfiability
problem (SAT ), which has been proven to be NP-complete by Cook in 1971
([3]). Here, we show that there exists a polynomial time reduction from SAT to
PMA. From this, we deduce that PMA ∈ NP-complete since any problem in NP
can first be reduced to SAT, by definition of NP-completeness, and subsequently
to PMA. Again, by definition of NP-completeness, this suffices for showing that
PMA ∈ NP-complete.

For simplicity, we consider a special form of the boolean satisfiability problem
called “one-in-three-SAT”(1-3-SAT ) ([16]).

The 1 − 3 − SAT problem is defined as follows. For variables vi, i = 1, · · · , n
and their negations ¬vi, i = 1, · · · , n a true/false assignment a has the following
form:

a : {v1, v2, · · · , vn,¬v1,¬v2, · · · ,¬vn} → {true, false}, (3)

where a(vi) 6= a(¬vi), ∀i = 1, · · · , n. Any l ∈ {v1, v2, · · · , vn,¬v1,¬v2, · · · ,¬vn}
is called a literal, and we define ¬(¬l) = l.

A clause Cj = C(l1,j , l2,j , l3,j) is said to be true/satisfied under a, if exactly one
of the three literals l1,j , l2,j , l3,j is set to true in the assignment a. For 1-3-SAT
(as well as for the less restrictive 3-SAT ([11])) each clause must contain at most
3 literals. Each literal l1,j , l2,j , l3,j represents one of the variables or negated
variables.

An instance c of 1-3-SAT consists of a combination of clauses.

c = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ... ∧ Cm. (4)

The assignment a is called truthful/feasible for an instance c, if and only if, all
clauses C1, C2,· · · Cm are true under a. An instance c is satisfiable iff there
exists an assignment a, such that a is feasible for c.
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For technical reasons, we impose one additional restriction to the 1-3-SAT prob-
lem. We require that, each problem instance contains only clauses in which each
variable appears at most once. In other words, no literal may appear twice in
any clause, nor in a clause that contains its negation. Thus, li,j 6= lk,j and
li,j 6= ¬lk,j∀j, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} \ {i}. We denote this as “1-3-u-SAT” (“one-
three-unique-SAT”) problem. Keep in mind that the clauses C(v1, v1, v2) and
C(v1,¬v1, v2) can not be part of any 1-3-u-SAT instance.

The following observation shows that the problem is still NP-complete under
this restriction.

Observation 2. 1-3-u-SAT ∈ NP-complete.

Proof. The 1-3-SAT problem is known to be NP-complete ([16]). What needs
to be shown is that, an instance c of 1-3-SAT can be transformed into an
instance c̄ of 1-3-u-SAT in polynomial time, such that c̄ is satisfiable under 1-3-
u-SAT iff c is satisfiable under 1-3-SAT. We show that any clause of a 1-3-SAT
problem can be represented by at most 4 new clauses while adding at most 2
new variables, s.t. the original clause is satisfiable for an 1-3-SAT instance iff
the new clauses are satisfiable for 1-3-u-SAT.

Note that, if we require some literal l to be true for any feasible true/false
assignment, we can enforce this under the new setting by introducing two new
variables a and b and two new clauses as follows:

C(¬l, a, b) ∧ C(¬l,¬a,¬b) (5)

Furthermore, whenever some literal l̂ appears twice in a clause, it must be set to
false for any truthful assignment of 1-3-SAT and its negation must consequently
be true. This can be achieved by replacing l with ¬l̂ in (5). If the given clause
contains a third literal, it must consequently be set to true, which can again be
achieved by two new clauses of the above form. If no third literal exists, the
clause can never be satisfied. This can be achieved by (in addition to forcing l̂ to
be false) also requiring ¬l̂ to be false with two clauses in the form of (5), which
must result in an unsolvable instance. The case where some clause contains
both, a literal l̂ and its negation ¬l̂ implies that a possible third literal must be
set to false in any truthful assignment of 1-3-SAT, since either l̂ or its negation
¬l̂ will be true. This can again be achieved via Equation (5).

Thus, at most two auxiliary variables a and b have to be added, since a and b
can be reused for any other clause as well. The number of clauses grows by a
factor of four at most. Using the above algorithm, any instance c of 1-3-SAT
can be transformed into an instance ĉ of 1-3-u-SAT in polynomial time, and c
is satisfiable under 1-3-SAT iff ĉ is satisfiable under 1-3-u-Sat. �

In the following Section we show how to reduce the 1-3-u-SAT problem to the
PMA problem.
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2. Reduction

We will now give a polynomial time algorithm to transform an arbitrary instance
c of 1-3-u-SAT into an instance ĉ = ĉ(c) of PMA that is satisfiable iff the original
problem c is satisfiable. More specifically, we show how the alignment, the
partitions, the tree topology, and models can be constructed and how a truthful
solution of PMA can be interpreted as a truthful solution of 1-3-u-SAT. We
require at least 9 distinct states (Sorigin, S0, S1, S2, S3, S−1, S−2, S−3, Sint)
for the proof of NP-completeness. Since DNA has only four we consider amino
acid data instead. In the following let k be the number of states (k ≥ 9). We
also require that at least 3 models of protein substitution are available to choose
from. In practice, one can choose from the set of empirical models (WAG, JTT,
DAYHOFF, PAM, etc.). Here, we construct artificial models M1, M2, and M3

to prove NP-completeness.

An instance of 1-3-u-SAT consists of variables/literals and their arrangement
in clauses. A solution is a true/false assignment to the variables. We can map
this to the PMA setting as follows:

The species in the alignment and phylogenetic tree are the variables and their
corresponding negations. We therefore need 2n species to achieve this, where
n is the number of variables in 1-3-u-SAT. Hence, our phylogenetic tree has 2n
taxa.

Each clause, Ci = C(l1,i, l2,i, l3,i) in c corresponds to one partition si in ĉ and
each partition contains exactly one site. To each of the species that correspond to
one of the literals l1,i, l2,i and l,i3, we assign the unique state values of S1, S2, and
S3 at site si respectively. The corresponding negations, ¬l1,i, ¬l2,i and ¬l3,i are
assigned the characters S−1, S−2, and S−3, in that order. For all other species,
we assign the value S0 at site si (see Figure 1). Each partition has exactly one
site, with exactly one occurrence of S1, S2, S3, S−1, S−2, S−3 for 6 different
species and state S0 for all other species. Note that, S1, S2, S3, S−1, S−2, S−3

and S0 are fixed values. We require that the literals at a position in a clause
must always gain the same state and their negation the appropriate consistent
counterpart. We impose the following constraint on the tree topology: Each
variable/species is a direct neighbor of the species representing its negation.
Apart from that, an arbitrary tree topology can be constructed as long as it
complies with this topological constraint (see Figure 2). The models that are
assigned must be of a certain form as outlined below. We distinguish among
models based on whether they allow for transitions to states S1, S2, S3 and
S−1, S−2, S−3 from certain other states and for certain branch lengths with
‘high’/non ‘near zero’ probability or not. The ‘high’ probability is equivalent
to some given real value b with 0 < b < 1/4, the ‘near zero’ or ‘diminishing’
probability ε is defined in relation to b and π0. It is chosen s.t. ε < (b2·n·π0)

m

k·k2ṅ−2 ,
where 2n is the number of species, m the number of sites (or the number of
clauses for 1-3-u-SAT ), k the number of states, and π0 with 0 < π0 ≤ 1 an
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Figure 1: Exemplary transformation of two clauses of SAT into an alignment of PMA.

Figure 2: Exemplary tree for n = 4 variables.

arbitrary, but fixed real value. The branch lengths that we specifically consider
are tb−, tmin and tb+ with tb− < tmin < tb. These can not be chosen arbitrarily,
but must comply with some restrictions depending on b and π0. All models must
satisfy πSorigin

≥ π0, P (Sorigin → S0|t = tb+) ≥ b and P (S0 → S0|t = tb−) ≥ b.
Where P (X → Y |t) is the probability of transitioning from state X to state Y in
time t, and πSorigin is the equilibrium frequency of state Sorigin. The following
defines the differences for the distinct models.

For model M1 = M1(ĉ(c)) we require that:
P (Sorigin → S1|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S1|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S1, P (S−1 →
S1|t) < ε ∀t,
P (Sorigin → S−2|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−2|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−2,
P (S2 → S−2|t) < ε ∀t,
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P (Sorigin → S−3|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−3|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−3

P (S3 → S−3|t) < ε ∀t.
And
P (Sorigin → S−1|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S−1|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S2|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S2|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S3|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S3|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X.
Analogously for model M2 = M2(ĉ(c))
P (Sorigin → S−1|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−1|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−1,
P (S1 → S−1|t) < ε ∀t,
P (Sorigin → S2|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S2|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S2, P (S−2 →
S2|t) < ε ∀t,
P (Sorigin → S−3|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−3|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−3

P (S3 → S−3|t) < ε ∀t.
And
P (Sorigin → S1|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S1|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S−2|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S−2|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S3|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S3|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X.
And model M3 = M1(ĉ(c))
P (Sorigin → S−1|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−1|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−1,
P (S1 → S−1|t) < ε ∀t,
P (Sorigin → S−2|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S−2|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S−2,
P (S2 → S−2|t) < ε ∀t,
P (Sorigin → S3|t = tb+) ≥ b, P (X → S3|t) < ε ∀t < tmin∀X 6= S3 P (S−3 →
S3|t) < ε ∀t.
And
P (Sorigin → S1|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S1|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S2|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S2|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X,
P (Sorigin → S−3|t = tb−) ≥ b, P (X → S−3|t) < ε ∀t ≥ tmin∀X.

An important property is that, for each of the three models, it is only possible
to reach either state S1 or S−1, either state S2 or S−2, and either state S3

or S−3 with non-diminishing (less than ε) probability for any branch length
t. Moreover, only one of the three states S1, S2, S3 can be reached with non-
diminishing/non ‘near zero’ probability within time t ≥ tmin. Analogously, only
a single one of the three states S−1, S−2 or S−3 can evolve from any other state
X with probability greater or equal to b on a branch shorter than tmin. All
other properties of the probability functions can be freely chosen.

The models are given by explicit probabilities of transitioning from one state to
another, given some time t (and the equilibrium state frequencies). In practice,
a model is defined by the so called Q-matrix, which specifies instantaneous
transition rates (qi,j) instead of transition probabilities. The instantaneous rates
are translated into probabilities as well([20], [9]). For the sake of simplicity, we
require the explicit probability functions. We could however also construct
three Q-matrices whose corresponding probabilities satisfy the requirements of
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models M1, M2, and M3 respectively.

One way to construct the probability functions with the above properties, re-
quires a total of 9 states. Let b and ε be given. For model M1 choose qSorigin,S0 =
qSorigin,S−1 = qSorigin,S2 = qSorigin,S3 large enough and qS−1,Sint = qS2,Sint =
qS3,Sint

small enough such that P (Sorigin → X|t = tb−) ≥ b for X ∈ {S0, S−1,
S2, S3}. At the same time qS−1,Sint

must be large enough such that P (Sorigin →
S−1|t = tmin) < ε. The transition rates qSint,S1 = qSint,S−2 = qSint,S−3 must be
chosen such that P (Sorigin → S1|t = tmin) < ε and P (Sorigin → S1|t = tb+) ≥
b. For these reasons tb−, tmin and tb+ can not be arbitrarily chosen, but must
be far enough apart from one another. All other rates qi,j can be set to 0 to
make the above construction feasible. Models M2 and M3 can be constructed
similarly.

If we want to accommodate more than three models, each additional model
must at least fulfill the requirements of model M1, M2 or M3. Alternatively, we
can use a more restrictive model where at least all those probabilities that are
less than ε, for M1, M2 or M3 must also be less than ε for this model.

We now show that the instance c of 1-3-u-SAT is satisfiable, iff we can find
a model assignment and corresponding branch lengths for the corresponding
PMA instance ĉ(c) as defined above, that yields a likelihood above b̂. The value
b̂ = b̂(ĉ(c)) is defined as b̂ := (b2·n · π0)m, where n is equal to the number of
variables and m is the number of clauses in c.

Theorem 3. The 1-3-u-SAT instance c is satisfiable, iff there exists an assign-
ment of branch lengths to the tree topology T of ĉ(c) and a model assignment
γ, from the models M1 = M1(ĉ(c)), M2 = M2(ĉ(c)) and M3 = M3(ĉ(c)) for the
partitions (sites) si of ĉ(c) such that the likelihood calculated for some rooting
of the tree is greater or equal to b̂ = b̂(ĉ(c)). Here, ĉ(c) is the PMA instance
corresponding to c.

In other words: 1-3-u-SAT (c) =True ⇔ PMA(ĉ(c)) =True.

Proof. Initially, we observe two properties. The likelihood function is multi-
plicative across sites and each site can only ever have a likelihood of at most
1.0, but must be greater or equal to 0. From this it follows that, if some site
yields a likelihood of at most ε for some ε ∈ [0, 1], then the overall likelihood for
the entire alignment must be less than or equal to ε.

Let 0 < ε < (b2·n·π0)
m

k·k2·n−2 , where k is the number of states (b, π0 > 0).

If we find a site si such that the probability ε̂ of reaching a tip from an ancestral
node is sufficiently small for at least one tip (for given branch lengths) and for
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all possible states of the ancestral state, we observe that this site must yield a
likelihood less than ε̂ · k · k2·n−2, where k is the number of possible states. This
holds, since we need to sum over all k possible states at the root of the tree
to obtain the likelihood and over all kn−2 possible state configurations for the
inner nodes. Each configuration can contribute at most ε̂ to the site likelihood.

If we choose ε̂ = ε, the likelihood at site si is strictly smaller than (b2·n · π0)m.
This means that, PMA(ĉ(c)) reports ‘false’. We now need to show that this
happens iff c is not satisfiable for 1-3-u-SAT.

We do this in analogy to the case, where at least one branch leading to a
tip yields a likelihood of less than ε̂. Let us consider the case, where there
exists a model configuration, where the probability of going from state S0 at
the respective ancestral nodes to the tip states in the time given by the branch
length is always greater or equal to b (0 < b < 1/4 is chosen such that models M1,
M2 and M3 are constructible). We consider a contracted tree that is obtained
by setting all branch lengths for branches that connect only inner nodes, to zero,
and place the virtual root for likelihood computations on one of these inner (zero
length) branches (see Figure 3). We observe that, the resulting likelihood must
be greater or equal to (b2·n · π0). If we consider the term for observing state
S0 at the root, which is used to calculate the likelihood, we observe that the
probability of going from S0 to S0 in time t = 0 is 1 (P (S0 → S0|t = 0) = 1) and
P (S0 → Xj |tj) ≥ b for the states Xj at all tip-nodes j, by assumption. Hence,
the above observation is true. The factor π0 is given, because the base frequency
of state S0, πS0 , which forms part of the likelihood computation when assuming
an observed state S0 at the root, is always greater or equal to π0, by construction
of the models. Since this is a feasible branch length and model assignment, the
optimal branch length and model assignment must yield a likelihood that is at
least as large as (b2·n · π0). Thus, if all m sites yield at least this likelihood, the
likelihood for the tree for the entire alignment is greater or equal to (b2·n ·π0)m,
that is, PMA(ĉ(c)) =′ True′.

Figure 3: Contracted tree with exemplary tip states for clause C = C(x1,¬x2,¬x4). The site

given by clause C, yields a likelihood greater or equal to b̂ for this tree under model M3.
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Now, we need to show that these two cases for PMA(ĉ(c)) actually correspond
to c being satisfiable and unsatisfiable, respectively. For any given branch length
assignment, let the corresponding true/false assignment be given by:
a(li) =’False’ iff the branch leading to species li is of length less than tmin.
And a(li) =’True’ otherwise (see Figure 4). We show that the above branch

Figure 4: Branch length configuration translating to true/false assignment: x1 =False,
x1 =True, x3 =True, x4 =False.

length assignments for PMA allow for likelihood values greater/lower than the
chosen threshold at any site i, iff the corresponding clause in c of 1-3-u-SAT
is satisfied/not satisfied under the true-false assignments as obtained by the
process we described above.

Note that, if the branch lengths of two branches leading to a variable xi and its
negation ¬xi are of the same length class (i.e., if both are smaller than tmin, or
if both are greater or equal to tmin), the likelihood of the tree is always smaller
than b̂. This corresponds to a false assignment of the variables in 1-3-u-SAT,
since the condition a(xi) 6= a(¬xi) is violated for variable xi. Therefore, we will
only consider the remaining cases, where the branch of xi is greater or equal to
tmin and the branch to ¬xi is smaller than tmin, and vice versa. If a variable
does not appear in any clause, this contradiction does not hold. However, in
this case it does not matter whether the variable is assigned true or false in the
original 1-3-SAT problem either, such that we can discard these variables.

If any clause of c only contains literals that are set to false in the assignment
obtained from the branch length solution of PMA, the corresponding alignment
site will yield a likelihood smaller than ε. This holds, because the three literals
are set to false, iff the branches leading to these literals have a length smaller
than tmin. However, the models were chosen such that only two literals (i.e.,
their respective representation in the alignment (states S1, S2 and S3)), can be
reached with a probability greater or equal to b within time of at most tmin.
The third literal/tip-branch must contribute a probability of less than ε. As we
have seen, this implies that PMA reports ’False’. Analogously, if for a site i two
branches leading to leafs that represent literals in the corresponding clause, have
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branch lengths exceeding tmin, this means that PMA and 1-3-u-SAT (under the
corresponding true/false assignment) report ’False’. Again, because of the way
we have defined the models, one of the two tip-branches (leading to states S1,
S2, or S3) with length greater than tmin must contribute a probability of less
than ε. That is, the overall likelihood is smaller than b̂.

Now we consider the case where PMA (as well as 1-3-u-SAT ) reports true.
Let γ? be the optimal branch length configuration for tree T . Let us further
assume that, for each site i, exactly one branch leading to a tip with states
S1, S2 or S3 at site i has a length greater or equal to tmin. This is equivalent
to requiring exactly one literal to be set to true per clause (i.e., the true/false
assignment is true for our instance of 1-3-u-SAT ), under the corresponding
true/false assignment. Let us consider an alternate branch length assignment
γ with the following properties: Any branch leading to a tip that has length
t? < tmin in γ? is assigned length t = tb− in γ. Any branch with length t? ≥ tmin

in γ?, leading to a tip, is set to length t = tb+ in γ. All other branch lengths
are assumed to be optimized for γ. Obviously, the likelihood of T under γ?

must be greater or equal to that of T under γ. However, the resulting true/false
assignment for c is identical in both cases. For each site (partition) i of the
alignment, we can easily decide which model to assign. If the branch leading
to the species/literal that was assigned state S1 at position i is of length tb+,
select model M1. Analogously, select model M2 or M3 if the branch leading to
S2 or S3 has length tb+. If we apply these rules, all branches leading to one of
the three literals of the clause corresponding to site i and their corresponding
negations yield a probability greater or equal to b. All other branches yield a
probability of at least b, independently of the model selected. This means that
the overall likelihood of the tree is at least b̂. Since the likelihood of T under γ?

can only be greater or equal than that of T under γ, PMA reports true.

We have shown that, any branch length assignment for PMA translates into a
true/false assignment of 1-3-u-SAT. This true/false assignment is true for the
instance c, iff the corresponding branch length assignment returns true under
the optimal model assignment. Hence, we have shown that, 1-3-u-SAT reduces
to PMA. �

The proof presented above is constructed in such a way, that it is possible, not
only, to verify that an instance c of 1-3-u-SAT is solvable, iff the corresponding
instance ĉ(c) of PMA is solvable. In addition, we also present a means for
interpreting the solution of a truthful PMA instance as a truthful assignment
of 1-3-u-SAT.

Corollary 4. PMA ∈ NP-complete.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem (3) and the fact that PMA ∈ NP ,
as shown in Observation (1). �
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Corollary 5. The Protein Model Assignment Problem is NP-hard.

3. Conclusion

We have shown that the Protein Model Assignment problem (PMA?) is NP-
hard. In other words, unless P = NP , no polynomial time algorithm exists
that solves this problem exactly. To reduce the computational effort, one can
either relax the constraints or apply heuristics to solve this problem without
the guarantee of obtaining an exact solution. One intuitive way to relax the
problem is to assume unlinked branch lengths instead of linked branch lengths.
Our tests indicate that, this can often yield different trees compared to the op-
timal solution though. With respect to potential heuristic approaches, one can,
for example, employ hill-climbing methods. These can however converge to a
local optimum, instead of guaranteeing a globally optimal model assignment.
Furthermore, we have shown how to obtain a solution for an instance of 1-3-
u-SAT (and by reduction, of 1-3-SAT ) by solving an instance of the Protein
Assignment Problem (PMA). The proof presented in this paper does not make
assumptions about time reversibility of the substitution models. It is an open
question whether the results hold if we restrict ourselves to time-reversible mod-
els. Moreover, the proof makes use of 9 distinct states and requires a minimum
of 3 models. It is not clear whether the results can be broadened, for instance,
whether PMA? is NP-hard for DNA (4 states) or binary (2 states) data, or a
minimum of 2 models.
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